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1. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES AND OBJECTIVES

The only activity in Norway that is directly relevant for the present CRP is performed by Institutt for
energiteknikk, the Norwegian Energy Research Institute. This institute is responsible for conducting
the OECD Halden Reactor Project. This research project has as one of its main items a programme on
"Man-Machine System Research (MMSR)". This main objective with this programme is to improve
operational safety and efficiency of nuclear plants through introduction of new technology in the
control room. This activity is divided into four main chapters:

• Development of computerised operator support systems
• Development of advanced control rooms
• Human factors activities related to introduction of new technology in the control room
• Software verification and validation

All these activities are relevant to the present CRP. A short description of each item is therefore
given in the following:

Development of computerised operator support system (COSSs)

COSS development constitutes a major part of the MMSR research at Halden. Ideas about which
systems to develop come either from the Halden research staff itself, or from the participating
organisations which consist of licensing organisations, vendors, utilities and research laboratories.
The systems are developed up to a prototype level, demonstrated in the HAMMLAB experimental
control room which is coupled up to a large scale training simulator. Often, the prototypes are further
developed and taken into use by utilities in the participating countries.

Development of advanced control rooms

By advanced control room is meant a control room which is fully computerised, and where a large
number of COSSs are integrated. Much emphasis is put on efficient coordination and prioritisation of
information. A first prototype of an advanced control room was completed in 1991. The objective of
the control room studies is to demonstrate concepts for use in realisation of future control rooms, and
not to develop a complete system that can be taken into real use.

Human factors activities related to introduction of new technology in the control room

The main objective of this work is to ensure that systems that are developed fulfil the requirements
put to them in practice. COSSs are therefore evaluated in HAMMLAB, often by use of real operators
faced with complex plant transients. Through experiments performed over more than ten years,
generic knowledge is accumulated on selection of efficient evaluation techniques, what are
characteristics of good interfaces etc. Human factors experts also enter into an early phase of system
design.

Software verification and validation

The activity on software verification and validation has mainly been addressing methods for
improving reliability of safety critical software. This means that safety and protection systems are
studied, while more complex software as typically found in COSSs has not been addressed in much
detail. Studies have, however, been made of knowledge based systems, and V&V of COSSs will
become increasingly important in the future.



2. ACTIVITIES RELATED TO THE INDIVIDUAL CRP TASKS

2.1 Introduction

The research programme conducted at the Halden Project concentrates on issues that typically last for
a number of years. This means that the contributions to the CRP tasks for this meeting will generally
be on the same items as at the Budapest meeting. In the following, updating as compared to one year
ago is given on those items where important new development has been made.

2.2 Contribution on specific CRP tasks

Task4.1.1 "Survey of existing documentation relevantto this programme's goals".

A list of "Halden Project External Papers" produced during the last year is enclosed in Appendix 1.

Task 4.1.2 "Survey of existing operator support systems and the experience with them".

Those reports listed under task 4.1.1 which bring forward new material relevant for this task are
described below.

1. "Development of a Computerised Alarm System for HAMMLAB (CASH)"

CASH is an alarm system where much emphasis is put on alarm generation, alarm
structuring and alarm generation. The system will be implemented and evaluated in the
Halden Man-Machine Laboratory in 1995.

2. "COAST - Computerised Alarm System Toolbox"

COAST is a toolbox that has been developed to simplify generation of advanced alarm
handling systems. The CASH system described above is based on the COAST tool.

3. "Core surveillance in WWERs"

The core surveillance system SCORPIO is presently being implemented at a number of
nuclear plants. This paper discusses how the system could be adapted to WWERs.

More extensive descriptions of the three reports is given in appendix 2.

Task 4.3.3 "Develop guidance on how the end user should be involved in the development of OSS"

First, who should participate in the development of an OSS. Here it is important to stress that a
combination of expertise is required when developing an operator support system. Normally, the
process and control expert is represented together with the computer expert (in the case of a
computerised OSS). Then, one has gradually realised the need for bringing in the user, the operator,
in the development phase. But, based on experience from Halden, there is a need to bring in a fourth
expert cathegory, the human factors expert. This is seldom done today, resulting in weaknesses in the
OSS design.

Why should the operator be involved? His main task is to point out what is the weakness in the
present system. He must be involved at an early stage to define the function of the OSS.

When it comes to how the user interface of the OSS should be designed, user input is useful, but
should be handled with caution. To ensure an efficient interface, it is essential that a person with



human factors background is involved. In this way, available human factors guidelines are followed,
and elementary design errors are avoided.

Task 4.5.2 "Determine to what extent any by which methods should the OSS be evaluated before final
implementation to demonstrate their quality and also how to effectively evaluate them after
implementation ".

The task is suggested to cover two main items:

• Human factors system evaluation
• Technical system evaluation of HW/SW

The items are both considered important to ensure a good product, and they are partly overlapping.
(Speed of system to respond on operator request must satisfy certain requirements to be acceptable).
The two aspects of the task are, however, treated separately in this report.

Human factors system evaluation

A number of methods are available for evaluation of OSSs. Which method to use in a specific
situation depends on the purpose of the evaluation. Important is the development stage at which the
OSS has reached at the time of evaluation.

Importance of early evaluation

Evaluation should go ahead in hand with development of the OSS. The earlier system weaknesses are
detected, the lower the cost and time required to improve the system will be. This is one reason why
human factors expertise should take part in the iterative development/evaluation work from the start
of the design process. One open question is if design and evaluation should be made by the same
team or different groups.

Evaluation methods

At the Halden Project, two broad classes of methods have been used in the evaluation of OSSs: static
and dynamic system evaluations. Static methods involve evaluating a system without necessarily
observing user performance and can be conducted at during defferent stages of system design (e.g.
from conceptual to detailed design stages). They entail determining the types of user-system
interactions possible and evaluating these in terms of standards and guidelines or models of human
performance. Dynamic system evaluations invovle collecting observations of user performance with
the OSS under conditions similar to, or during actual usage. Examples of some of the techniques
which have been applied in evalution of OSSs at Halden are provided below:

Static Evaluation methods

Guideline evaluation

Existing guidelines for design of man-machine interfaces (MMI) should be used to ensure that
fundamental requirements to the MMI are fulfilled. Guidelines typically give recommendation on
basic design issues like use of colours, symbols, density of information, navigation between different
displays. Guidelines should be used at an earliest possible stage. A weakness is that todays guidelines
answer only a limited number of the issues influencing the quality of an OSS.
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Model-based evaluation

A number of systems have been developed to model how the operator interacts with the interface. If
the representation of the operator in the model was perfect, a true description of operator
performance when faced with dynamic information on a specific MMI would be available. Effect of
OSS functionality or interface changes on operator behaviour could then be studied.

Presently, the validity of human performance models is limited. The consequence is that high
uncertainty is associated with conclusions to be drawn from model-based evaluation. But even if they
are not generally applicable, the may be efficiently used in specific cases.

At Halden, one model-based method, called GOMS, has been applied in evaluation of two different
systems. The experience is that weaknesses in the MMI were identified, and proposals for MMI
improvements were given.

An advantage with model-based evaluation is that it may take place at an early stage in system
development. It is sufficient to have a detailed design of the OSS MMI.

In the coming year, IFE, Halden, is going to apply another model balled MicroS AINT in one of the
evaluation projects.

Dynamic Experimental evaluation

Experimental Evaluation

A number of experimental evaluations of OSSs have been conducted at Halden. These tests and
evaluations of user-system performance are conducted for the purpose of collecting measures of
human performance while using candidate OSSs to determine the adequacy of the system design and
implementation. Measures of user performance include objective measures (e.g., speed, accuracy,
errors, etc.), workload, situation awareness, as well as interview techniques.

In the 1994 national report, a discussion of evaluation experiences was given, mainly based on use of
experimental evaluation methods. Reference is therefore made to that report for general conclusions
on experimental evaluation.

Compared to status one year ago, a major development has taken plase in the area of evaluation
methodologies. The measurement of "situation awareness", which has been used within the aviation
industr, has through the experiments performed in Halden demonstrated a potential for use also at
nuclear control rooms. The method aism at measuring the operators overview of the process at the
moment. Having such an overview of the plant state is especially important in case of disturbances,
where diagnosis of plant state is needed ot handle the situation in the best possible way.

Appendix 3 contains a paper discussing the first experiments on situation awareness.



Computer-technical evaluation of systems

In case of computerised OSSs (COSSs), an important part of the evaluation covers the performance
of the software and hardware. At Halden, a detailed performance analysis of a large, distributed real-
time system (ISACS, the integrated surveillance and control system) has been performed. The
purpose was to detect bottlenecks in the system as a basis for performance improvements. ISACS is a
complex system, consisting of an MMI on 12 screens, several keyboards and tracker balls. A large
number of computers of different types are communicating via the local area network (LAN) to
perform the wide spectrum of tasks in ISACS. Totally, 7 COSSs are integrated in ISACS.

Measurement of computer system

Here, measurement of hardware utilisation, network utilisation and effectiveness of software is
included. The hardware measurements are focussed on the utilisation of the CPU, number of disk
accesses during an operation, and memory load. Network utilisation is measured either in percentage
of maximum network bandwidth or in packets per second. Packet collisions are also measured. The
most comprehensive task is the measurement of effectiveness of software. Some measurement data
can be obtained by using measurement tools which measures standard counters in hardware or in
basic software as the operating system. An example is to detect memory errors and memory leaks.
Another possibility is to use profiler code inserted by the compiler. A profiler can pinpoint
bottlenecks in applications including calls to the operating system and functions in shared and third-
party libraries. But very often extra program code must be inserted into the software in order to be
analysed. This is called software instrumentation. The extra program code is very often time stamps
and identification marks which makes it possible to follow data related to a specific operation
through the distributed system. In many cases this is the only way to get measurement data in
distributed systems yet it requires very good knowledge of the system software.

To get relevant measurement data, workload has to be added to the system. It can be either artificial
workload or natural workload. Typical data to be measured include CPU usage during the operation,
disk accesses, memory demand, network load, buffer statistics.

A number of measurement tools are available. These include tools provided by Unix computer
vendors as well as stand-alone performance tools. The SpiderAnalyzer is an example of a network
analyser.

Results

The analysis was successful in that respect that key performance data were registered that pointed
towards ways of removing bottlenecks. Interactions between measurements and system
improvements were performed. In general, all major bottlenecks were removed and the response
times of ISACS was strongly reduced. This was the case for all the COSSs integrated in ISACS, as
well as for the coordination function, databases and individual displays Further, the lessons learned
from these studies will be useful when a new system, ISACS-2, is to be built.

Task 4.5.3 "Determine what requirements should be established for verification and validation of
OSS software, and which techniques are available for improve V&V"

Results from the Halden work in this field has been handed over to the task leader of 4.5.3, and will
not be further described here.
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3. OVERVIEW OF NATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Chapter 3.1 - 3.4 cover the research programme of the Halden Reactor Project. Finally, ch. 3.5
discusses industry projects that are relevant for this CRP.

3.1 Development of Computerised Operator Support Systems

On alarm systems, one is now completing the development of the Computerised Alarm System
Toolbox COAST which is a tool to build alarm systems for many types of processes. This tool is
applied when the alarm system CASH is being implemented in the simulatorbased experimental
laboratory in Halden. Another alarm system, early fault detection (EFD) is based on running models
of parts of the process in parallel with the process. Useful feedback from installation at the Loviisa
WWER in Finland has been gained.

The computerised procedure system COPMA-II has been delivered to a number of organisations for
evaluation. It has not yet been taken into use in the control room of a nuclar plant.

The core surveillance system SCORPIO will be installed at the Sizewelll plant in the UK, at four
Duke Power (McGuire and Catawba) units in the US and at the Ringhals 2 PWR in Sweden.

Towards the end of 1994, a first simple prototype of a computerised accident management system
will be completed. Important modules are: strategy generator, predictive simulator, the tracking mode
simulator, man-machine interface and a data base.

3.2 Development of Advanced Control Rooms

Based on experiences withthe first prototype of an advanced control rom concept, ISACS-1, one is
today discussing development of a new version with extended capabilities. The issues of information
coordination, prioritisation and presentation will be in focus. Extensions are foreseen in the direction
of handling more severe accidents and coupling of operational and maintenance aspects.

3.3 Human Factors Activities related to Introduction of new Technology in the
Control Room

This is an important activity within the Halden Project, where a group of industrial psychologists
look at the human aspects of taking modem technology into use.

On evaluation methodologies, the situation awareness control room inventory methodology has been
developed and evaluated (see Appendix 3).

A major project has started up on analysis of human errors, especially cognitive errors. The goal is to
improve the understanding of why and how operators are making errors. Based on this knowledge,
input can be given to OSS and control room designers as well a developers of human error models for
use in PSA. Several pilot studies have been performed using operators as test subjects in the
simulator-based experimental control room.

A "lessons learned" report describing experiences from design and evaluation of COSSs in Halden
has been prepared. In this report, evaluation of effectiveness of systems supporting fault detection,
diagnosis, evaluation, action and feedback tasks are discussed.



3.4 Software Verification and Validation

In the field of V&V, emphasis has been put on evaluating formal methods on a realistic test example.
The example used is based on the power range monitoring (PRM) system installed at Barsebãck in
Sweden. Preliminary results look promising. Application of formal methods in connection with
specification and development of COSSs may be taken up in the future.

Software reliability of proprietary software, where often limited information is available from the
development phase, is an important issue in development of COSSs. Requirements to such systems
for use in safetyrelevant applications is being looked into.

3.5 Some selected industry projects

Here, two bilateral projects will be mentioned that have a relevance in the present CRP.

Evaluation of an operator support system in a fuel production factory in the UK has been performed.
The study included task analysis, guideline evaluation and dynamic, experimental evaluation of the
system. It was concluded that evaluation methods used within the research programme may
efficiently be applied in "real-life" evaluations.

A project for the U.S.NRC has been initiated with the goal to analyse staffing requirements in control
rooms of advanced reactors (AP600, SBWR). One item here is to look at how introduction of
operator support systems influence the operator tasks. Experiments with operating crews will be
made at the Loviisa plant simulator ("conventional plant") and at the experimental control room in
Halden ("advanced plant"). Task network simulation will be applied to evaluate how changes and
eliminated tasks due to advanced control and passive systems influence the number of operators
required to carry out needed monitoring and control tasks.
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Another aspect of construct validity is that lhe tasks perfoimed by the opcratoi in [lie test environment
are représentative of the lasks in the actual plant environment, thus allowing transferability of the
system evaluation results (o lh.il plant environment. It is argued that the use of full-scale simulation
and the introduction of disturbance scenarios over a period of several hours gives a close
approximation to the development of situation awareness on plant. For example, the Loviisa operating
crew commented that the scenario used was similar to that they might encounter in a training session,
that the act of asking for intermediate process stale reports emulates one task of the shift supervisor
during disturbance situations, and that in (raining sessions the simulator is frozen to discuss the
current situation so they did not view the simulator freezes within SACRI as intrusive.

Finally, data analysis has shown that the three question groups (past, present, future) each make a
separate contribution to the overall score; as opposed to being repetitions of one another. Prediction of
the future plays a particularly significant role in determining the SACRI score. This finding is
important to SACRI's construct validity in that it illustrates how the measure of situation awareness is
based on more than what the operator could have already seen happening in the process situation de.
it is not merely a test of memory recall). Such an argument is further supported by examination of the
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Abstract:
This paper describes a computerised alarm system (CASH) under development
at the OECD Halden Reactor Project. The alarm system will be coupled to a
PWR NORS simulator and will replace the existing alarm system (HALO) in
the experimental control room (called HAMMLAB). The overall system
layout is: process data will be sent from the NORS simulator to CASH. The
system will be organized in three different modules: alarm generation, alarm
structuring and alarm presentation. The alarm generation module will generate
different types of alarms, both basic alarms and high-level alarms. No alarm
reduction will take place at this stage and all the generated alarms shall be sent
over to the structuring module. In the structuring module, different default
structuring mechanisms should allow to filter and relate alarms between each
others. Alarms will be sent to the alarm presentation module. This module
presents these on the man-machine interface (MMI) either automatically on
overview displays or on operator requests on selective displays and NORS
format displays.
The main characteristics of each module will be described.



COAST - COMPUTERISED ALARM SYSTEM TOOLBOX

A.BYE, S. NILSEN, F. HANDELSBY and T. WINSNES

Insniutlfor energilekmkk. OECD Halden Reactor Project, P.O. Box /73, N-1751 Halden, Norway

Abstract. The OECD Halden Reactor Project has for several years been working with computer-based systems for
détermination of plant status including alarm filtering, early fault detection, and function-oriented plant
surveillance. The methods explored complement each other in different plant operating regimes and provide
diversity in plant monitoring systems. A new toolbox, COAST, has been made to enable integration of these
different methods into an alarm system. Coast will be easy to couple to different processes. It will be an integral
part of the final alarm system and not only act as a tool for building dedicated systems.

Key words. Alarm systems: failure detection; guidance systems; man-machine systems; on-line operation; operator
support; software tools

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the main tasks for operators in nuclear power
plants is to identify the status of the process when
unexpected or unplanned situations occur. The alarm
system is the main information source to detect dis-
turbances in the process, and alarm handling has
received much attention after the Three Mile Island
accident in 1979 (Kemeny, 1979). It was realized
that conventional alarm systems created cognitive
overload for the operators during heavy transients.

The Halden Project developed an alarm filtering sys-
tem called HALO (Handling Alarms using LOgic)
using logic filtering to reduce the number of active
alarms during process transients (0wre and Marshall,
1986). HALO has been subject to a number of vali-
dation experiments with different presentation tech-
niques, as described by Marshall et al. (1987).

Another approach is taken in the EFD (Early Fault
Detection) system. The method used is to run small,
decoupled models which calculate the state of the
process assuming no faults, in parallel with the proc-
ess. The behaviour of these models is then compared
with the behaviour of the real process, and if there is
a deviation, an alarm is issued. In this way false
alarms are avoided, and one will only get one alarm
for one fault. Prototypes developed for simulators
and installations in real power plants e.g. the Imatran
Voima owned plant in Loviisa, Finland, have demon-
strated the feasibility of mis methodology, provided
that enough measurements are available for the proc-
ess area considered (S0renssen, 1990).

In case of major disturbances in a plant with a large
number of alarms issued, a function-oriented
approach is in many cases recommended. Instead of
looking at single systems or variables and alarms
within a system, one monitors critical safety func-
tions in terms of whether these functions are chal-
lenged. The Halden Project has explored this concept
through several systems, like CFMS (Critical Func-
tion Monitoring System) and SPMS (Success Path
Monitoring System), and the post trip guidance sys-
tem SAS-П (0wre et al., 1991).

Effectively handling and integrating different types
of alarms into one system would improve the opera-
tor's overview and thereby the overall safety of any
industrial plant. This was a major motivation for ini-
tiating the development of the Computerised Alarm
System Toolbox, COAST. The experience gained
from the work with various alarm systems was uti-
lised when designing the basic functionality of Coast.
It should thus be possible to utilize Coast to make
most kinds of alarm systems. The goal is to reach
solutions that can minimize the cognitive overload of
the operating crew, but still fulfil the basic philoso-
phy of alerting, informing and guiding the operator,
as well as confirming whether his/her actions have
the desired result.

An alarm system toolbox which can be used on dif-
ferent processes, applying different alarm handling
methods, has to be generic. The toolbox must be easy
to use to tailor-make alarm systems for many differ-
ent processes, e.g. nuclear power plants or oil pro-
duction platforms, and it must possess a flexible
development environment, to improve and simplify
the task of the alarm system designer.
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ABSTRACT

The Halden Project has developed the core surveillance system SCORPIO which lias two parallel modes
of operation: the Core Follow Mode and the Predictive Mode. The main motivation behind the develop-
ment of SCORPIO is to make a practical tool for reactor operators which can increase the quality and
quantity of information presented on core status and dynamic behaviour. This can first of all improve plant
safety as undesired core conditions are detected and prevented. Secondly, more flexible and efficient plant
operation is made possible. These improvements are obtained by better surveillance of core instrumenta-
tion and through detailed calculations of core behaviour using on-line simulators. The system lias been in
operation at the Ringhals PWR unit 2 in Sweden since the end of 1987. In addition to Ringhals the system
has this year been installed at Nuclear Electric's Sizewell В PWR in UK and Duke Power's Catawba Unit
1,2 and McGuire Unit 1,2, USA. So far the system has only been implemented on western PWRs, but the
basic concept is applicable to a wide range of reactors including WWERs. The development of a WWER
version of SCORPIO has been initiated in cooperation with the Nuclear Research Institute Rez, Czech
Republic. The goal is to adapt the functionality of SCORPIO to address the particular needs in WWERs
The main differences between WWERs and typical western PWRs with respect to core surveillance
requirements are outlined.

1. INTRODUCTION

At the OECD Halden Reactor Project, the development of the on-line core surveillance system SCORPIO
was initiated more than 10 years ago. At that time core simulators were mainly a tool for off-line analysis
to verify core design, fuel shuffling and calculation of core operational margins. It was usually not availa-
ble for operators on-site. The input to the simulators was cumbersome and requirements for computer
resources were considered too high for on-line use. One major design goal was to make a system which
could be handled by reactor operators as a computerised operator support system.

The first prototype of the predictive system was ready in October 1982, Ref. [1]. The MMI was designed in
order to facilitate preparation of simulator input, to follow and survey the execution of the simulation, and
to present core simulation results in a suitable manner for the operator. The 3D-core simulator CYGNUS
was developed emphasizing accurate and fast execution on minicomputers. Further, the prototype con-
tained the strategy generator STRATOS, and the data base system CODALI to handle the large amount of
data generated.

This prototype was adapted to the Swedish Nuclear Power Plant in Ringhals (PWR Units 2,3 and 4) and
installed in June 1984. A complete system including the core follow mode of operation, monitoring 72 in-
core gamma thermometers, was delivered to Ringhals NPP Unit 2 at the end of 1987, Réf. (2J.

For an eight month period in 1987/88 a stand-alone version of the predictive pan of the system was
installed in Duke Power's general offices, Charlotte, USA. The system was evaluated against data for the
Catawba Unit 2 PWR and a postive conclusion was reported in Ref. [3]. Duke's primary concern with
installing SCORPIO was the reliance on the Norsk Data computer systems.

In response to this statement we realised that SCORPIO should be ported to a commonly used HW/SW
platform and this paper describes how the system appears on the HP 700 series Unix Workstations. The
system has also been ported to Sun and IBM workstations.

The new Unix version of SCORPIO is currently being delivered to Sizewell B, UK, the Duke Power
PWRs McGuire and Catawba, USA, and the PWRs in Ringhals, Sweden.
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2. Activities related to the Individual CKP Tasks

2.1 Introduction

Ibis chapter contains lhe summaiy report for task 4.4.2, where Romania is task leader and some
contributed information on task 4.4.3, where Romania is task participant

2.2
Task 4.4,2. Develop guidance for co-ordination of systems and document existing

ехрегк&ее with respect to system functionality and human factors
concerns

Stsnmaiy report

Task group members: D. Bengulescu (Romania), task leader
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ABSTRACT

Control room operator support systems and their interface designs have as one goal the enhancement
of the operators' situation awareness of the dynamically changing process state. This paper describes
a technique for measuring situation awareness within the Human Factors evaluation of control room
operator-system interfaces. The technique, referred to as SACRI, has been evaluated in four simulator
studies and the main findings from these studies are summarised in this paper. It is concluded that
SACRI can be a useful supplement to operator performance measures currently existing for use within
control room interface evaluations.

1. INTRODUCTION

In monitoring and controlling the process, the operating crew within the central control room must
maintain an awareness of what is happening within the dynamically changing process state; ie to
maintain situation awareness. This task involves knowing the recent process history, the current state,
and deriving from these a prediction of the future state which will affect decisions concerning the
planning of control actions [1,2,3,4]. In maintaining situation awareness, the operator integrates
his/her overall knowledge of the process and process dynamics with information received from the
control room displays. Since the accuracy of the operator's situation awareness can affect his/her
overall task performance, it follows that the design of displays should consider how best to support
situation awareness [5,6].

Control room operator support systems and their displays can be evaluated in a simulator facility to
assess their effectiveness in supporting the operator in his/her tasks. Traditionally used operator
performance measures within simulator evaluations have included, for example, detection time of a
process fault indication and diagnostic accuracy. However, these measures by themselves can not
directly assess the system's ability to enhance situation awareness: respectively, they tap the initial
and final stages of information processing with respect to a disturbance, as opposed to a constituent
intermediate stage of maintaining situation awareness [7,8,9].

Unfortunately, a successful measure of situation awareness had not previously been developed for use
within process control research. A research project was thus initiated at the OECD Halden Reactor
Project to develop such a measure to supplement others in system design evaluations [8]. The aim
was to produce a measure lhat was objective, able to assess situation awareness as it develops over
time, and could be applied genetically across a variety of different process states and interface
configurations. This paper provides a summary of the work so far conducted.
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2. THE SITUATION AWARENESS CONTROL ROOM INVENTORY (.SACRH

The measure, referred to as (lie Situation Awareness Control Room Inventory (SACRI), has been
developed within the HAIden Man-Machine LABoratory (HAMMLAB). HAMMLAB contains a full-
scale simulation of a nuclear power plant, based on the Lovnsa pressurised water reactor in Finland,
and computerised displays which are used by test operators to monitor and control this simulated
process in its entirety. When required, the various operator support systems developed at Halden can
be coupled to the process for both Human Factors research and system evaluation purposes. A wide
range of disturbance scenarios can be simulated and facilities are available to log process parameter
trends, alarms, and operator actions as pan of a range of investigative techniques used for assessing
operator behaviour.

SACRI takes its basic framework from the Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique
(SAGAT) [10], developed within the aviation domain, although the specific content and procedural
details of SACRI have received considerable adaptation due to differences between the aviation and
process control task environments (eg greater process lag and inter-dependency of parameters within
process control). When using SACRI, disturbances are simulated which must be monitored by the test
operators. Typically, a scenario will last for a couple of hours of simulator run-time in which several
disturbances of varied severity are introduced. At various points during the scenarios, unbeknown to
the test subjects, the simulator is frozen, the test subjects turned away from the displays, and a series
of questions is asked which relate to the current plant state. When and how often the simulator is
frozen is determined by the content of the scenario; during a study in April 1993. for example, one
scenario used one and a half hours of run time, during which the simulator was frozen on thirteen
occasions.

The questions asked relate to key process parameters that the operator must monitor to maintain
situation awareness, and have been structured in accordance with the conceptual basis of how this
monitoring task is performed [1,11,12]. The parameters, currently totalling thirty-five, are applicable
over a wide range of disturbance situations, and have been selected in co-operation with operators and
other process experts of the Loviisa plant. The status of each process parameter can be asked about in
one of three time frames which, when combined, represent a snapshot of the operator's situation
awareness at the current point in time. For example:

Past: In comparison with the recent past, how has the level in the pressuriser developed ?
Present: In comparison with the normal status, how would you describe the current level in the

pressuriser ?
Future: In comparison with now, predict how the level in the pressuriser will develop over the

next few minutes.

One intention of this question structure, which is homogenous across all questions, is for the test
subjects to report process trends and how they relate to the present situation as opposed to reporting
absolute parameter values. This aim is also realized by the use of qualitative and restricted response
categories: in the above example, the choice of possible responses is 'increase / same / decrease'.

A computer program generates a set of twelve questions each time the simulator is frozen. The
selection is structured so as to ensure an even distribution across the plant process and across the
different time-frames. The test subjects are unaware what questions will be asked and the randomised
selection is independent of the scenario being simulated. Combining this attribute with the operator
not knowing what disturbances will be simulated or when the simulator will be frozen, the overall
SACRI procedure prevents the test operators from preparing their responses in advance which would
otherwise degenerate ihc measure into one of memory recall.
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of the respective parameter, hach response is classil ied in one of lour ways: hit (significam parameter
drift, detected by opeialor); miss (significam pjiameiei drift, not detected by operator); correct
acceptance (no significant paiameier drift, none íeponed by operator); false alarm (no significam
parameter drift, but one is iieveuheless reported by lhe operator as being present). This classification
is then used to calculate the Signal Detection Theory (SDT) measures of A' and the R:S ratio 112,13].
usually on the basis of each individual administration of SACRI. These measures, which are
traditionally used in areas such as industrial inspection, are directly applicable to assessment of the
operator's situation awareness. In this context. A' is taken as indicating the accuracy with which the
current situation was assessed, whereas the R:S ratio can assist in indicating the operator's strategy in
assessing the extent of a disturbance's consequences.

Finally, questions concerning how the operator perceives the current situation in direct relation to
his/her current task goals are now to be added into SACRI. The same few questions will be asked on
each occasion the simulator is frozen, following those described above, and elicit free responses from
the operator that are not included in the SDT measures calculation but serve instead as supplementary
information when later interpreting the data.

3. THE SACRI EVALUATION STUDIES

3.1 Background

Due to this research having no direct predecessor, a series of methodological studies were required to
develop and evaluate SACRI. Four simulator studies have been conducted for this purpose. The first
two studies in HAMMLAB both used two licensed operators from the Halden Boiling Water Reactor,
who had been specifically trained on the simulated pressurised water reactor process for purposes of
the research project. The third study, also in HAMMLAB, used internal Halden research staff who
had varying degrees of knowledge of the simulated process; this serving a goal of establishing the
level of process competence required for the use of SACRI to be effective. The fourth study was
conducted in the Loviisa plant training simulator in Finland, using a licensed Loviisa operating crew
as test operators. An additional aim of this study was to discuss the overall content and structure of
SACRI with the licensed operating crew.

These studies served to develop SACRI in an iterative manner, in which improvements derived from
one study were implemented and re-evaluated in the next. SACRI was evaluated against a set of
criteria for the use of situation awareness measures [ I4j and those adapted from the measurement of
workload in a system test and evaluation environment f!5]. A deliberate strategy was adopted
concerning the shaping ot each study to the evaluation of SACRI against a select few criteria: had it
been attempted to assess all criteria at one time and SACRI had not been effective, it would have been
difficult to decide whether this was an effect, for example, of the test operators used, the contents of
the question inventory, the manner in which disturbances were simulated, the manner in which
interface configurations were manipulated, or the general procedure for deriving the measure. A
summary of some main findings from these studies is given in the following sections.

3.2 Sensitivity

3.2.1 Avoidance of ceiling and floor effects.

A main issue of the evaluation studies has been whether or not meaningful variation can be obtained
within the response data; what is referred to as the sensitivity of the measure. Without such variation
it is not possible to compare different operators, different system interfaces, or use of the same system
interface in different sn nations.
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A general means of evaluating sensitivity is to ensure that the response data do not show floor effects
(responses being consistently incorrect) or ceiling effects (responses being consistently correct). No
such effects were observed in any of the studies, leading to the conclusion that the inventory of
questions is set at an appropriate level of difficulty for the test subjects used and the situations
simulated. More specific aspects of the measure's sensitivity will now be discussed.

3.2.2 Sensitivity to differences in operator competence.

Considerable evidence has shown SACRI to be sensitive to differences in operator competence. In the
first two studies, one operator consistently achieved better scores than the other, with this difference
corresponding to results of a pre-test of process knowledge and the subsequent accuracy of their
diagnoses. In the third study, differences between the six test subjects predicted before the study were
confirmed by the response data. Of particular importance is that a clear distinction was seen between
two groups of test subjects, one group being predicted as process experts relative to the others; this
distinction proved important in later analyses, as will be seen in section 3.2.4. Finally, the fourth
study at Loviisa re-ran one scenario from the third study in HAMMLAB. with the Loviisa crew
performing significantly belter than the non-licenced Halden test subjects.

3.2.3 Sensitivity to changes in the process state

The characteristics of process situations will create varying requirements on the maintenance ot
situation awareness, and a measure of situation awareness must be sensitive to such variation. Results
of the studies have shown indication that SACRI meets this criteria.

For example, in the second study two scenarios were constructed, each having an easy, an
intermediate, and a difficult disturbance to monitor within them. Factors influencing the level of
difficulty included the number of independent process faults within the disturbance and the degree to
which the disturbance had consequential effects throughout the process; it is acknowledged that
subjective responses to each disturbance will complicate this general distinction. Operator scores for
each of these disturbances, which reflected the expected differences between operators and
disturbances, are shown in Figure 1.
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3.2.4 Sensitivity to changes in ;i control гошм S}slom-oper;ilc>r interface

Being that the principal use of SACRI will be within the evaluation of control room system interlaces,
a fundamental requirement is that it should be shown to be sensitive to interface differences: these
differences being another factor affecting overall task complexity. In the third study, this requirement
was investigated through the manipulation of an alarm system interface. The system has two displays
one, a VDU based chronological alarm text list, the other a VDLJ based alaim and process overview
graphic display. During the scenarios, for some of the time the alarm text list was available whereas at
other times it was not; the overview display was available throughout. Changes to the interface were
done in a way that ensured, as far as possible, we were testing the effects of interface design per se as
opposed to the actual act of changing the interface.

At an overall level of analysis, little difference was seen between the two interface configurations'
affect on situation awareness, although one test subject proved significantly better without the alarm
text list display. However, it was found that individual differences in response to the disturbances
occluded findings of interface effects at an overall level of analysis, and that analysing trends in
situation awareness scores was a more sensitive and relevant approach. An example of the dat^
viewed in this way is shown in Figure 2.

Wnhout

•i ft 7 .\

ADMINISTRATION OF SACRI

Figure 2. A' I rends for subject I, scenario A, in lhe third study. The term 'with'
refers to administrations of SACRI when the alarm text list was displaved.

whereas 'without' refers ю when it was not displayed.

Data analysis proceeded by examining directional trends in the A' score when a change to the
interface was introduced (did situation awareness improve or decline ?). It was this analysis that
showed an important distinction between the upper and lower scoring test subjects. Sensitivity to
interface differences was seen in the data of the upper three scoring subjects, with situation awareness
consistently declining when the alarm text list was re-displayed after a period of being hidden, bin
with no specific directional effect when [he list was taken away after a period of being available: see
Table I. No such difference between the interlaces was observed in the data from the lower three

X
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scoring sub]ccis; see Table 2. Results ol Chi-squarc lest.s. used in evaluating the statistical
significance of the data, are also given.

Table 1. Directional trends in A ' scores of the upper three scoring subjects when the interface is
changed; third study.

Interface change from without
alarm text list to with.

Interface change from with alarm
text list to without.

Increase in A' score

0

3

Decrease in A' score

7

4

(X2 = 3.82, df = 1, critical value for X 2 at p=0.05 is 3.84)

Table 2. Directional trends in A' scores of f''e lower three scoring subjects when the interface is
changed; third study.

Interface change from without
alarm text list to with.

Interface change from with alarm
text list to without.

Increase in A' score

3

4

Decrease in A' score

4

4

(X2 = 0.08, df = I, Not significant)

These findings are confirmed by analysis of the absolute A' values when the interface is changed,
grouping the data in the same way as for the above analyses; see table 3.

Table 3. Quantitative analysis of trends in the A ' scores at points in the scenarios when the alarm
interface was changed.

Upper three scoring
subjects: interface change
from without text to with.

Upper three scoring
subjects: interface change
from with text to without.

Lower three scoring
subjects: interface change
from without text to with.

Lower three scoring
subjects: interface change
from with text to without.

Mean A'

Without
text: 0.814

With text:
0.700

Without
text: 0.565

With text:
0.582

Mean A'

With text:
0.616

Without
text: 0.704

With text:
0.698

Without
text: 0.325

Value of t

2.92

-0.03

-0.80

1.44

df

6

6

7

6

significance
level

p < 0.05

NS

NS

NS

The finding that, for the upper three scoring subjects, the removal of the chronological alarm text list
led to an increase in situation awareness, whereas its introduction generally led to a decrease, was
unexpected: it had been thought that the additional information from the text list would benefit the
test subjects. One possible explanation for this finding is that the availability of both the
chronological alarm text list display and the alarm / process overview display actually provided too
much or too detailed information for lhe operator to locus on, particularly in the initial stages of a



disturbance. By definition, the overview displav was moie effecuve in providing the operator with a
rapid update of the changed process situation, whereas the text display provided detailed information
relating only ю the specific alarms. Whilst the detailed text information may become more important
than that of the overview display in diagnosing the disturbance, during the initial phase of the
disturbance the text may focus the operator into too narrow a scope of interpreting the alarm message
at the expense of assessing the disturbance's global effects.

This explanation is at present speculative, and there is a need to replicate the finding using a larger
pool of process experts (preferably licensed PWR operators). In addition, since this was a
methodological study for SACRI, a detailed observation of how the alarm system interfaces were
used by the test subjects, which would have investigated correlates between the proposed explanation
and behavioural data, was not conducted. The main implication of the finding for the purpose of this
study is that the A' measure has shown the potential of being sensitive to changes in the alarm system
interface, which suggests it would be of value in assessing alternative alarm system and other process
state information system designs in terms of their effectiveness in enhancing the operator's situation
awareness.

So why was this effect not also seen with the lower scoring subjects ? It was concluded from
inspection of the trend data that the over-riding effect on these subjects was the situational change
brought about by the introduction of a new disturbance, and they were thus insensitive to the more
subtle effect of an interface change. Derived from this is the methodological conclusion that
considerable process competence will be required when using SACRI in control room system-
operator interface evaluations.

3.3 Reliability

To be a reliable measure, SACRI's findings must be replicable. This criteria has received less
attention in the evaluation studies, due to the time scales and other practical considerations required to
re-run a group of operators on a set of test scenarios they had previously encountered. However,
initial indication of SACRI's reliability has been seen from a less stringent stand-point; for example,
the consistent score differences between the two operators in the first two studies, and the predicted
rank ordering of test subjects in the third study being bourne out by the response data generated.

3.4 Content validity

Fundamentally important to the question based method of measuring situation awareness is the
identification of those parameters central within the operators' monitoring of the process for inclusion
in the question inventory. Much effort has been placed in compiling SACRI. culminating in a detailed
review with the Loviisa licensed operating crew. They conclude that the current version of the
question inventory contains those parameters which are key indicators of process changes over a
ranse of difference disturbance situations.

3.5 Construct validity

Construct validity refers to SACRI's effectiveness in measuring the unobservable psychological
construct of situation awareness. Although work is still required in fully defining situation awareness,
enough is known for practical purposes of attempting to measure it. It is argued that the SACRI
measure reflects well the current thinking about situation awareness.

The inventory of questions captures the temporal nature of situation awareness by asking about the
current process state, how it has developed, and how it is likely to develop. In addition, these
questions relate to qualitative trends in process parameters as opposed to absolute parameter values:
this being consistent with how the operator is envisaged to monitor the process.
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Another aspect oi" construct validity is that the tasks perfomied by the operator in the test environment
are représentative of the tasks in the actual plant environment, thus allowing transferability of the
system evaluation results to that plant environment. It is argued that the use of full-scale simulation
and the introduction of disturbance scenarios over a period of several hours gives a close
approximation to the development of situation awaieness on plant. For example, the Lovnsa operatin;
crew commented that the scenario used was similar to that they might encounter in a training session,
that the act of asking for intermediate process state reports emulates one task of the shift supervisor
during disturbance situations, and that in training sessions the simulator is frozen to discuss the
current situation so they did not view the simulator freezes within SACRI as intrusive.

Finally, data analysis has shown thai the three question groups (past, present, future) each make a
separate contribution to the overall score; as opposed to being repetitions of one another. Prediction of
the future plays a particularly significant role in determining the SACRI score. This finding is
important to SACRI's construct validity in that it illustrates how the measure of situation awareness is
based on more than what the operator could have already seen happening in the process situation de.
it is not merely a test of memory recall). Such an argument is further supported by examination of the
experimental procedure used in deriving the measure of situation awareness: as discussed previously,
the operator cannot prepare his answers in advance, since he/she does not know what disturbance
scenarios will be introduced, when the simulator will be frozen, or what questions will be asked. In
addition, there are too many process parameters for the operator to constantly monitor all of them:
he/she must scan the process interface and deduce from this the status of non-observed parameters.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The findings from the four studies have shown SACRi to be a feasible measure of situation awareness
for use in the Human Factors evaluation of process state information system interfaces. SACRI will
supplement existing measures that have been unable to focus specifically on how the system interface
affects the operators' developing awareness of the dynamic process state.

Whilst further evaluation of SACRI is required, such as replicating the results obtained so far with a
larger pool of licensed PWR crews, its development is considered to have reached the stage where it
can be directly applied to a system evaluation. A first application will concern the Computerised
Alarm System for HAMMLAB (CASH) [16), which is currently under development within Halden.
This system will present alarm information to the operator in two separate displays: 1) a fixed
overview display containing high-level alarm and process state information; 2) a selective alarm
display in which the operator can request additional information such as alarm sequence lists,
classified for example by priority, and alarm related process parameter trend diagrams. The
development of this system has reached a stage in which two alternative designs for the overview
display have been proposed. A simulator study will now be used as part of the process of choosing
between these alternative design proposals. SACRI will be applied along with other performance
indicators to provide a more complete evaluation of the effectiveness of each design proposal.
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